The dual system to Ly=y'+Py,
(c) Let At, z'=0,. . . , be m x n constant matrices satisfying 2,"0 ||/4t|| < co (||-|| here denotes a convenient norm) and (~)Zo ker A*=0. Let {/•},"" be a collection of points in [0, 1] (/0=0, ^=1), and let K(t) be an mxn matrix valued function whose rows are in X*. For all y in D' we define the (discontinuous) boundary functional V by Vy = f Aiy(tt) + ¡lK(t)y(t) dt, (2) If P(t) is a continuous «x« matrix valued function, then the expression l+z=-z'+P*z+K*<f>(z) exists a.e. and is in X*.
We note that <f> is uniquely defined, for if two such <f>, <px and <f>2, exist, then by subtraction 2»=o^*(^i-4>ùX(ti, 1] would be absolutely continuous. This is impossible. Further note that the range of <f> is all of Rm, that /-)""<= D+, and that <f>(z)=0 if and only if z e £>¡J\ Hence D+ is nonempty. Our principal result is that L and /_+ are dual operators. Brown [1] has previously shown that D is dense in X, so L* exists. Further Bryan [2] used L+ as the basis of a definition of L*. The result is well known under the classical endpoint conditions. However, because of the possible density of the boundary points {/J in the interval [0, 1], the techniques now used are different from those used previously.
The result also generalizes similar results recently obtained by Green and Krall [4] and Krall [5] .
The closure of L+. Theorem 1. The operator L+, defined by L+z=-z'+P*z+K*<f>(z), for all z e D+, is closed.
Proof.
We recall that the operator Z.+ is closed if when limft_00 zk= z (zk e £>+), and lim^^ L+zk=y, then z e D+, and L+z=y. •i=0 J« J Thus/-<=(£+)*.
To show the reverse inclusion, let zeD¿¡. Then, since Z)J <=/_)+ and <p(z)=0, we find ¿Í<=Z+. This implies (/_+)*<= (L£)*=/_/. Hence the domain of (L+)* is contained in D.
